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EDITORIALS
By Alma D. Dash
The Fall '84 semester is quickly
coming to a fold, and finals are right
around the corner. I would like to wish
you and your family Happy Holidays,
Good Health, and Good Will for the
remainder of the 1984 year and for the
forthcoming 1985 year. Good Luck on
your finals and enjoy your holidays.
What Is
S.G. President
Doing?
This article is strictly the opinion of
Edith Vega. Edith has been a member
of Student Government, and this is her
insight into what has and has not been
going on in Student Government.
By Edith Vega
What's happening with the Student
Government of Bronx Community
College? Is there no leadership? Does
Donald Mitchell know what he's
suppose to do as president?
Students at Bronx Community
College are beginning to wonder why
other colleges within the C.U.N.Y.
system are so active when it comes to a
college social life, students are
beginning to wonder why other schools
have such strong leadership when it
comes to Student Government, while
B.C.C.'s has no leadership.
Who knows, the reason why Donald
Mitchell hasn't accomplished much as
president. Could it be due to the fact
that this is only his 2nd semester at-
tending B.C.C., and probably doesn't
have any idea of what kind of activities
B.C.C. students are interested in, or
what programs B.C.C. needs? Who
knows, perhaps Mitchell would've
done a grand job as one of the senators
for Student Government, but as
President he just doesn't cut it.
The question is: didn't Mitchell have
a plan, didn't he have any goals he
wanted to accomplish as President of
Student Government? It seems as
though Mitchell walked into S.G. with
his eyes closed, without any knowledge
of the position.
Donald Mitchell stated, "1 want
people to give me ideas." Can't
Mitchell come up with ideas of his
own, isn't that his job as presidnet,
isn't he supposed to be a leader, and
those under him followers? Shouldn't
Mitchell be the one who suggests new
ideas and new projects? O.K., so
maybe Mitchell wants to be a nice guy
and allow his staff to come up with
ideas for events, in which B.C.C.
students can take part.
All right, that's understandable. So
what's happening? Why aren't there
any school trips, dances with live
bands, and performers coming to
perform in one of the B.C.C. theaters?
The semester is almost over, and the
only events B.C.C. students have been
offered were the Halloween party, and
the Freshman Mixer.
Students who are concerned about
their student fee should get together
and try to do something about Mr.
Mitchell . Afterall, S.G. gets about
$20,000 to come up with entertainment
for B.C.C. Didn't any of you ever
wonder what your student fees are used
for? Well, a percentage of it is used for
S.G.; it isn't as though there wasn't
any money for entertainment, the
money is there. Now, the question is
what's happening with the money?
What is S.G. doing with it?
Student Government is something,
very beautiful, it's a way in which
students can express themselves as far
as politics and school entertainment is
concerned. It's really a shame that the
S.G. in B.C.C. has no harmony,
friendship, or leadership. If only
everyone is S.G. would work together,
who knows, maybe what's needed is a
new President, a President who isn't
caught up with just his title, and who
doesn't walk around with his nose up
in the air saying "it's only me who
counts."
Bronx Community College definitely
needs a new person to be in charge of
Student Government. Donald Mitchell
should just resign and kiss his title
good-bye.Questions &
Concerns
About the library. Why is it that
there is only a single bathroom facility,
one for male and another for female
students? I draw attention to it now,
because it is usually filthy around
midterm, through finals.
The small facility cannot capacitate
the flow of students regularly. Last
semester, papertowels, someone forgot
to order them! Now come on, I want
some answers. Is there another
location for restrooms in the library
larger and more accommodating for
students, which would leave the
smaller private facilities for staff
members?
A pissed student
Why is it that the periodicals are
always late? This is a university.
Students should not have to wait until
a week later for a magazine that should
have been in the library a week before.
Student
Can something be done about the
cafeteria lines? It has come to me that
the cafeteria would save money, and
students would have more time, if only
a better system was inacted.
For instance, there could be a central
cashier system, whereby, two to three
(depending on traffic) cashiers could
audit the food being purchased. The
thought is logical!
Not a minute to spare
Why isn't the V.A. Office NEVER
open until 7:00 p.m., for the evening
students like it is supposed to be??
Dwight D. Washington
Student I.D.# 984-5410
P.S. Why do I have to take a day off
from work to get an evening parking
permit??
Give a working vet a BREAK\!
Daycare Center
And Drugs
Dear Mr. King:
As members of the University
Heights Daycare Center Parents
Association, we would like to express
our concern about the Hope Christian
Center drug and alcoholics
rehabilitation program which is
moving next door at 2185 University
Avenue, Bronx, NY 10453.
We feel this program will be
detrimental to our children. Seeing that
this program is built up on rules and
regulations for drug addicts and
alcoholics, they could also be broken
or neglected. So ho\v can we be assured
by Christian Hope Center agreement?
We are especially displeased about
this program, because we have young
children in the area, not just the
daycare center next door but P.S. 91,
Saint Nicholas of Talentine, and
another nearby daycare center. We
would like to know if they need any
kind of approval to turn a one or two
family house into a drug and alcoholics
residence for 25 people. Therefore, we
are asking you to assist us in preventing
this disaster.
We would like to bring to your
attention that we are already burdened
with the fact that people we trust with
our children in daycare centers are
potential child molesters. Bronx
C o m m u n i t y Col lege S t u d e n t
Government has joined with us to
secure a better and safer future for our
children.
Please address all correspondence to
Ms. Sheila Hatch and Mrs. Lillian
Thomas at Bronx Community College
of the City University of New York,
University Avenue and West 181
Street, Bronx, NY 10453.
Respectfully yours,
Sheila Hatch
Student Government,
BCC, Lnc.
THE HOPE
CHRISTIAN CENTER
AGREEMENT
Whenever people live together, there
is always some understanding needed
as to what is expected of each person.
For us at Hope Christian Center this
understanding is expressed in written
form in-the following agreement. It is
important to understand that following
these guidelines does not make a
person a Christian, nor does it make
him a better Christian than others.
Living according to this agreement
simply makes it easier for us all to live
together peaceably and maximizes the
benefit each person can receive here.
Ideally, such an agreement would not
be necessary if everyone were loving
God with all of his heart and his
neighbor as himself; however,
everyone here is at a different level of
maturity and understanding. Con-
sequently, this agreement seeks to
promote equal treatment, equal op-
portunity for growth, and equal
responsibility.
1. / will not possess or use drugs or
alcohol. Those drugs that are
prescribed by a doctor must be ad-
ministered by a staff member.
2. I will not smoke.
3. I will not fight.
4. I will not curse.
5. / will not talk about street life or
drugs.
6. I will not be on any form of public
assistance.
7. I understand that I may receive
visitors only on Saturday and Sunday
afternoons. I also understand that my
first visitors may be my immediate
family only (father, mother, brothers,
sisters, wives, children) and that I am
not eligible to receive other visitors
(girl-friends, friends, etc.) without
special permission from the directors.
8. I understand that my mail may be
checked by the staff for contraband.
9. I understand that I am not eligible
for a pass for 40 days. Thereafter, I
will be eligible for weekly passes as my
conduct warrants.
10. I will not receive money directly
from faily or others but understand
that it must be administered through
the office. I will not have more than
$2.00 with me at any time, other than
scheduled shopping trips. My money
will be kept in the office.
11. I will participate in all aspects of
the program (Bible class, devotions,
prayer, work,'recreation, etc.) unless
specifically excused by a staff member.
12. I will observe all of the house rules:
times to get up and go to bed, dress
code, music played, etc.
Voting
By Richard A. Vizurle
The times, they are a-changin'.
Once the "underground" (unof-
ficial) newspapers on college campuses
celebrated Black Panthers and "Che"
Guevara. Today they praise Jack
Kemp and Jeane Kirkpatrick. Once the
hero of young people's movies was an
"anti-hero," like Dustin Hoffman's
bemused character in The Graduate or
the dopeheads in Easy Rider. Today it
is the traditional hero, like Indiana
Jones and Luke Skywalker and James
T. Kirk, late of the starship Enterprise.
Once the publication that best
represented the youth culture was the
drug users' magazine High Times.
Today the publications that appeal to
our nation's youth are those that use
words like "bit" and "byte" and
"modem" and "ROM"—that is, the
computer magazines. Once the most
prominent young people were those in
the streets shouting "Ho Chi Minh is
gonna win." Today Ronald Reagan,
the candidate of traditional American
values, leads the nominee of the party
of the Me Generation by 33 points
among voters age 29 or younger.
In fact, the younger the voter, the
more likely that he or she will support
Reagan. If the current trend continues,
President Reagan will be the first
Republican presidential candidate in
half a century to do better among
younger voters than among older ones.
Why? Part of it has to do with recent
history. Despite a t tempts by
Democrats to blame the latest recession
on Ronald Reagan, most young people
properly affix the blame on Jimmy
Carter and the liberal Congresses that
let government get out of control. Just
as the image of Herbert Hoover,
promising prosperity "just around the
corner," shaped the political attitudes
of a previous generation, the image of
Jimmy Carter complaining about
"malaise" shaped the attitudes of this
one.
Carter is the Herbert Hoover of the
1980s, and now Herbert Hoover's vice
president, Walter Mondale, is running
for President. Mondale is running as
the candidate of the political
establishment, and, as usual, the most
anti-establishment voting group in
America is the young people. And
Mondale's cause among the young is
not helped by the fact that the
Democratic Party apparently no longer
considers young people an important
part of its coalition.
• Democrats' complaints about Social
Security almost never address the
(continued on page 3)
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Student Government President
Donald Mitchell
Academic
Superiority
By Donald Mitchell
President, Student Government
A few weeks ago we celebrated an
official holiday, "Thanks Giving." At
that time everyone realized that the
next holiday would be Christmas. But
in-between these two holidays, the
B.C.C. family excelled above the
average with a grade point high enough
to have their names, placed per-
manently on the Deans List. This is an
achievement to be proud of. I per-
sonally feel proud of them, the super-
achievers.
As the lights are strung across the
streets and up the avenues, and the
shops are heavenly adorned with
decorations, people hustling here and
there to complete their shopping list of
gifts, 1 can feel the chill in the air,
maybe we will even have snow for
Christmas. However, the chill 1 feel
does not come from the drop in
temperature, but from thinking about
what learned people referred to as the
"Holiday Blues."
Who suffers from Holiday Blues?
According to Mrs. Demali Burke,
Vice-President of the Student
Government Association, whose major
is Education and Social Services,
"There are a number of high risk
groups. These include divorced or
widowed people, single parents,
isolated adults, elderly people, and
people who are victimized."
The major issues that affect students
this time of the year are studying for
finals and writing term papers.
Mr. Eddie Nezbeth, President of the
Personal Development Organization
expresses his sentiments this way: "It is
difficult to enjoy myself when 1 know I
have all that work hanging over my
head."
Ms. Allie Jamison, Secretary of the
Student Government Association, cites
time management as an important
technique for relieving this stress and
alleviating these problems by deter-
mining in advance when you can set
aside time during the vacation to do
your work, and then being firm with
yourself about sticking to the schedule
will help make the holiday more en-
joyable.
Being a student is committing
. yourself to being poor for a certain
period of time, posing another
problem, finances. With the threat of
tuition increases, and arguments about
increasing the student activity fees
hanging over our heads, I can't help
but go into this holiday season thinking
about the uphill battle the students will
have to face during the upcoming
semester.
This year there was a surplus in the
budget at New York City, yet the city
government is proposing an increase in
tuition. We cannot accept another
increase, especially with the cuts in aid
proposed by President Reagan.
We can stop an increase, but we
must be a unified voice. So while you
are away from school, please keep
these issues burning in your mind, so
that the fire will still be there when we
return.
During this "Season to be jolly"
let's not forget the millions in South
Africa, who, instead of being jolly are
being jailed, beaten, downpressed, and
victimized for standing up for the
rights and liberties we sometimes take
for granted here in America.
Until there are no longer first class
nor second class citizens in South
Africa, and until the unhappy and
ignoble regime that holds our brothers
and sisters in subhuman bondage in
South Africa is toppled and apartheid
is totally destroyed, there will be no
peace.
Ethiopia is another burning issue.
Millions are starving and dying and
millions of children will never reach
maturity because their minds will
forever be destroyed because' of this
devastating drought. So when you look
across your dinner table and you see
the smiling faces of your little ones, do
not feel guilty, feel blessed, because
our land prospers. However, let us do
whatever we can to help and encourage
those in power to help also.
1 know that Christmas is a time for
gift giving and well wishing . . . . It is
also a time to bring out the champagne
. . . . So please, if you drink, don't
drive and if you drive, don't drink. We
would like to see you again after the
holidays.
Have a warm and happy Christmas,
on behalf of your Student Government
. . . .WE LOVE YOU.
Secretary's
Corner
By Allie Jamison
Secretary, Student
Government
We are quickly approaching the end
of the semester, the time for which
most of us will have to find that quiet
place to clear our minds, in order to
prepare for the final exams.
So, now it seems like a perfect time
to let you know about your Student
Government, and its Officers. Donald
Mitchell—President, Demali Burke—
Vice President, Allie Jamison—
Secretary, Josephine Freeman—
Treasurer, Shelia Hatch—Executive of
Legal & Legislative Affairs. Senators—
Rolando Cabral, Sandra Cabrera, Luis
Reyes, Sergio Cuevas, Miguelina
Esprito, Kevin Hammonds, Jamila
Lindo, Emila Martinez, Consultant
Secretary—Tanya Bossio.
For those of you who don't know
where your Student Government office
is, it's located in Gould Student
Center, on the second floor, in* room
210. This is your office. Since I have
been elected to the post of secretary for
Student Government, I have been
involved in helping students that come
to this office with questions about
courses, curriculums, student services,
tutoring, and general questions about
where the offices are located
throughout the campus. If you need
information about something and
don't know where or whom to go to,
you can always come to room 201, and
someone will be here to answer your
questions.
Your Student Government is
presently involved in getting affairs
wrapped up for the semester. We are
planning a Kwanza party for the
children on the 18th of December, and
are currently asking for donations of
toys, (new or used) to be donated to the
children on that day. We are accepting
toys Mon.-Fri. from 9-5 pm. A film
will also be shown that day in Sch-
wendler Auditorium, and a little
"Breakin", (the title speaks for itself).
I wish to extend a Happy & Joyous
Holiday, and Feliz Navidad for
everyone, and hope that you'll return
in the New Year of '85, refreshed and
looking forward to the New Year.
Remember, the Student Government
is open to your ideas and suggestions
about how to make Bronx Community
College a better place to be educated,
in the Bronx.
Reggae
Artists And
Entertainers
By A. Lang
Reggae music, like all forms of
Black music, had its origins in Africa.
Most reggae artists and entertainers
have devoted their time and effort to
making reggae music the music of the
Eighties. But, there are two types of
reggae artists and entertainers within
reggae music, those who are leaders
and those who are followers of the
music. The leaders of reggae music can
be described as those who are willing to
create, to back check to see if their
musical compositions are arranged
properly with their producers before
they actually go into the studio and
record.
These individuals see reggae music as
an art form. The late Bob Marley and
several other reggae bands like
"Monyaka" (New York's Reggae
Band) Peter Tosh, Bunny Wailer,
Ijahman Levi, and others are good
examples of reggae musicians who can
be described as reggae artists, or
leaders of reggae music. They should
be looked uppn as such because they
try to create and perform the music to
the best of their abilities.
Then, there are some reggae en-
tertainers who take overworked reggae
music and sometimes use the same
lyrics as other entertainers to imitate
and to make you believe that they, too,
are reggae artists. They often use
Studio One's Clement ("Sir Coxsone")
Dodd's (A well known Jamaican-born
record producer who has specialized in
reggae dub music from the Early
Sixties to the Present.) "DUB" uses
various synthesizers, reverberators,
and audio mixers in the studio, to
enhance the overworked music, ex-
pecting you, the reggae consumer, to
spend your hard-earned money on
their records. This music is often later
sung over by various Jamaican D.J.
singers.
This also holds true for most Black-
American D.J. music we hear today.
These individuals are to be called
entertainers, ("followers") of reggae
music and not reggae artists. As Peter
Tosh put it bluntly in an interview on
W.B.A.I. P.M., "You have a whole
battalion of reggae entertainers or
artists who just sit around and wait for
another artist to create a musical song
or rhythm, first, then they are back in
business using that performer's
rhythms." I guess when they are
finished using this rhythm they say,
"This one is a killa or murdera" when
they finish re-recording the music, says
Habte Selassie, a noted Jamaican
Radio Disc Jockey on W.B.A.I. (99.5
P.M.) whose show airs Saturday nights
from 12:30 to 5 am in the morning.
He is about exposing such so-called
artists and entertainers who use reggae
music for profit, or "Singing for the
do l l a r s . " The "Legendary
Yellowman" is a good example of a
reggae entertainer who fits in the
categories I just mentioned before.
Whenver we listen to reggae music we
must listen to how it's arranged, the
quality of the music, and the performer
who is singing it. There are many
artists who have money to go into a
studio, but who can't sing.
We must be selective in the reggae
music we listen to and give credit where
credit is due; to the true reggae artists.
Many of these reggae entertainers also
think that wearing dreadlocks will
qualify them to perform better in front
of an audience. "But the wearing of
dreadlocks doesn't mean that the
performer is dedicated to the struggle
of our people."
Voting from page 2
concerns that young people have about
the continued existence of the system.
As far as many young workers are
concerned, money paid into Social
Security is money thrown down a
rathole, money that they will never see
again. Do the liberal Democrats think
they can brag about their propensity
for raising Social Security payments
(either by raising payroll taxes or by
bankrupting the system), without
alienating these young workers?
• Democrats' support for "affirmative
action" quotas is another source of
their problems among youth. The U.S.
Supreme Court recently ruled that
quotas cannot overrule seniority
systems, so people who already have
jobs have some protection against
"reverse" discrimination. But young
people looking for their first job may
still be excluded on the basis of race or
sex is an employer is required to meet a
certain quota of minorities or women.
• The consistent anti-technology, bias
of the Democratic Party alienates
young workers, who see automation
more as an opoortunity than as a
threat. Young people recognize the
Democrats' "industrial policy" for
what it is: a proposal that bureaucrats
in Washington run the economy. For
the new generation of business people
and workers, their models are the
relatively unregulated and deregulated
enterprises like Apple Computers and
Federal Express. Young people see that
(continued on page 5)
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CONGRATULATIONS!
By Pedro Garcia
Many students from Bronx Com-
munity College received awards for
their outstanding performance during
the Spring '84 Academic Semester on
Thursday, December 6, 1984, at the
Semi-Annual Awards Convocation
Spring Dean's List.
Every semester students with an
index of 3.0 and higher, carrying 15
credits during the previous semester
receive an award for that semester's
Dean's List. Students with an ac-
cumulation of at least 24 degree credits
and an index of 3.0 and higher receive
an award from the Cumulative Dean's
List.
This semester's program began with
a welcome and introduction of Deans
by Prof. Ismay V. Taylor, Asst. to
Dean of Academic Affairs. Also on the
long list of guest speakers were,
Donald Mitchell, President of Student
Government, Dr. Carl J. Polowczyk,
Dean of Academic Affairs, Dr. Roscoe
C. Brown, Jr., President of Bronx
Community College. The music was
provided by the B.C.C. Music Club.
Remember, you can be one of the
454 students who made it on the
Dean's List.
Here is the list of students who made
it this sememster:
Semester
Dean's List
982-6309 Abubakari, Jawal
283-0606 Adegoke, Michael A.
983-1303 Adesokan, Adeyinka
282-3448 Aybar, Mildred
976-0522 Barnes, Dandy Cynt
983-0145 Bassett, Christopher
282-3763 Berman, Zachery
981-0317 Bishop, William B.
284-3320 Blackwell, Donald
282-0192 Bolanos, Lucrecia
282-0107 Braham, Naverne A.
983-5211 Brooks, Brian D.
983-1093 Brown, Hannelore
983-1791 Bun, Chhun
983-5391 Camacho, Elaine
983-0492 Cannon, Thomas E.
983-5920 Carlos, Jacquin
282-0394 Carrero, Gladys E.
981-5797 Carrington, Richard
981-0864 Chau, Chi
982-6035 Cobbs, Johnny
281-3414 Colon, Julia
977-5873 Cooper, Donnie
983-1911 Cotto, Enrique
982-0018 Dacres, Sharon M.
283-0599 Diaz, Porfirio
982-6918 Evans, Valerie
982-1311 Ford, Donald
982-0942 Frias, Alejandra J.
982-5568 Ganesh, Chatter
974-3237 Garcia, Pedro C.
982-0457 Goodwin, Darryl B.
979-0342 Grafals, Elizabeth
282-0146 Graham, Donna
274-1036 Granville, Walter
981-0239 Guilamo, Rafael
983-5314 Ha, Thanh
983-0359 Hall, Leacroft E.
282-3929 Harris, Mattie
982-6281 Harris, Rose
283-0055 Hayes, Lisa
982-1646 Hermond, Rudolph B.
983-6291 Hew, Susan M.
982-0626 Hong, Man Khai
983-1803 Jack, Lisa A.
983-5515 Johnson, Christopher
975-5210 Johnson, Lou Delia
983-0907 Kerrison, Michael
983-5939 Khemraj, Trevor
283-0018 Lewis, Jacqueline
982-5674 Maldonado, Raymond
283-3623 Mankata, Emmanuel
983-1625 Manrique, Walter A.
983-1984 Markwei, Bertha
982-0115 Martinez, Janet
983-5113 McDavid, Robert -
982-5798 Melisi, Sammy
282-0201 Mitchell, Audrey S.
982-5374 Mohammed, Mary
982-0292 Murray, Margaret D.
283-3503 Negron, Miguel
981-0401 Nelson, Paula M.
283-0613 Nunez, Andres
981-1307 Obi, Akins U.
983-2007 O'Connor, Coral H.
283-3599 Ogiesoba, Osamudia
982-0620 Ikanome, Charles N.
983-5630 Ola, Azeez
284-0745 Olowa, Waheed
980-0980 Ortiz, Maria A.
982-1435 Pandiello, Sandra
983-5024 Park, Jung K.
982-5576 Peterson, Dana
982-5236 Phan, Chuong
982-6132 Pin, Sarun
981-0669 Rivera, Antonio
982-5456 Rivera, Maria
975-1196 Rodriguez, Sonia
282-0708 Rogers, James L.
983-1903 Rojas, Cecilia A.
284-0780 Rosemin, Jimmy A.
982-5268 Rudzinskas, Dorothy
283-3210 Satrazemis, David
983-1646 Schiraldi, Kathlee
284-3077 Somar, Swatantrach
284-0132 Stein, Kenneth P.
982-0467 Stephenson, Wayne
982-6398 Stokes, Nelson
983-5101 Sutherland, Denise
284-3450 Tapper, Donovann
282-0239 Thich, Binh V.
982-0732 Totaram, Bhaskar
983-5093 Truong, Phuong Lam
283-3098 Trusty, Derrick
979-0950 Vandenberge, C.
983-6223 Vera, Jeannette
981-0113 Westbrook, Regina
283-0712 White, Anthony P.
980-1616 Van, Yat Keung
982-0979 Bayne, Gregory A.
983-6102 Bello, Sergio
284-3840 Cabrera, Wellington
284-3680 Diamawtides, Stephen
283-3267 Lewis, Cecilia
283-3361 Mikhail, Labib
983-6178 Moses,-Marlene
284-3610 Nguyen, Dung
283-3206 Palmer, Montie
284-3814 Riobe, Jacques
282-0546 Smith, Leona
Cumulative
Dean's List
982-6309 Abubakari, Jawal
983-5808 Adekurile, David
983-1303 Adesokan, Adeyinka
980-2049 Adu, Jesse B.
979-5699 Agravat, Rajnikant
982-0291 Ali, Mohamad S.
281-0584 Allen, Olawice
283-0508 Allison, Angela D.
980-5646 Amponsah, David
283-3277 Apicello, Marc
282-3448 Aybar, Mildred
980-1555 Bagley, Elizabeth
980-5977 Bankhead, Annie
976-0522 Barnes, Dandy Cynt
279-0725 Bartley, Edna
983-0145 Bassett, Christopher
976-0582 Benaroya, Jesse
983-5074 Berkowitz, Chanie
282-3763 Berman, Zachery
979-1519 Betancourt, Anna A.
981-0317 Bishop, William B.
979-9054 Blom, Nila
283-0057 Bodish, Donna
282-0192 Bolanos, Lucrecia
980-5622 Bracht, Tamara
982-1455 Braham, Ericka M.
282-0107 Braham, Naverne A.
981-0441 Bramwell, Angella
982-0931 Brant, Kathleen M.
981-0550 Braxton, Michael L.
980-0220 Brooks, Judith M.
980-1312 Brown, Blanche
981-5480 Brown, Dawn
983-1093 Brown, Hannelore
283-4031 Browning, Sandy
982-5368 Bryan, Adelsa
983-1791 Bun, Chun
969-0248 Burns, Mildred
981-0231 Caban, Nilda
280-3306 Caldwell, Michelle
980-6936 Callaghan, Anna M.
980-2204 Camacho, Candita M.
283-3750 Camacho, Maria
983-0492 Cannon, Thomas E.
983-5920 Carlos, Jacquin
280-3185 Carreno, Michelle
282-0394 Carrero, Gladys E.
981-5797 Carrington, Richard
982-5380 Carter, Marietta
283-4301 Cassas, Irma
283-0260 Castellanos, John
980-1744 Cattrell, Frank G.
282-0092 Celestin, Margaret
983-1992 Chan, Portia P.
283-0124 Chico, Ada N.
981-0440 Chinapen, Sandra
281-3247 Cintron, Richard
983-6655 Cledinen, Laura
982-6035 Cobbs, Johnny
282-3579 Cole, Lois
283-0258 Coleman, Edwina L.
282-0323 Coleman, Maurice A.
981-1231 Colon, Ilia I.
981-1258 Colon, Myrna M.
283-0624 Connolly, Theresa
982-6175 Conway, John
977-5873 Cooper, Donnie
283-3054 Cordero, Noel
282-3013 Cordero, Sonia
983-1911 Cotto, Enrique
282-0554 Cox, Beryl P.
980-1714 Crowe, Irene
982-1099 Cruz, Hector
982-0018 Dacres, Sharon M.
982-0742 Dale, Lorene O.
981-5161 Daniels, Thomas J.
982-0756 Daraja, Ibrahim B.
973-7320 Dees, Alma
980-0807 Denning, Rosa L.
280-0182 Desouza, Lawrence
982-1025 Devine, Mary K.
982-0371 Dias, Yvonne J.
283-0599 Diaz, Porfirio
680-5001 Dixon, Yvonne
274-5577 Douglas, Donna
282-0292 Dowden, Andre I.
979-5271 Downie, Debbie
281-0424 Doyle, Steven
283-0638 Drayton, Teresa
982-1656 Elia, Adrianne
981-5567 Ellis, Barbara
283-3434 Ellis, Marjorie
283-0742 Enriguez, Amelia M.
282-0359 Espady, Amerite
979-9148 Espanol, Myrna
982-6918 Evans, Valerie
283-3940 Febus, Jose
981-1404 Ferguson, Cecile A.
973-3756 Figueroa, Eliseo
981-0264 Figueroa, Jacqueli
982-6145 Flores, Mercedes
283-3527 Fontanez, Genevie
981-1378 Forbes, Hendrick
973-2954 Forbes, Selesteen
982-5200 Ford, Carolyn
280-3791 Forero, Horatio
981-0201 Forsythe, Sandra D.
280-0354 Franquez, Yolanda
280-38J8 Freijo, Nadine
980-0562 Fret, Maria L.
982-0942 Frias, Alejandra J.
982-5568 Ganesh, Chatter
979-1472 Gardner, William
982-1546 Gayle, Dorothy A.
982-6146 German, Amos
982-1042 Glasgow, Jennifer
983-1904 Glashen, Norris S.
983-5380 Gomez, George
980-0406 Gomez, Vivian
981-1418 Gonfiantini, A.
982-5517 Gonzalez, Elba
283-0436 Gonazalez, Margarita
982-6011 Gonzalez, Ruth
982-0457 Goodwin, Darryl B.
982-5887 Goring, Roxanne
282-0146 Graham, Donna
981-0901 Cranston, Elaine A.
908-5076 Green, Allison P.
982-5511 Green, Vibert
981-0239 Guilamo, Rafael
983-5314 Ha, Thanh
281-0242 Hagues, Desmond
983-0359 Hall, Leacroft E.
982-5250 Hang, Vinh Dinh
982-0591 Harper, Delores M.
282-3929 Harris, Mattie
283-0055 Hayes, Lisa
983-0841 Hegarty, Joann K.
282-0485 Hemphill, Carolyn
981-1177 Henderson, Vernice
282-3181 Hercule, M. Carine
982-1646 Hermond, Rudolph B.
982-5445 Hernandez, Hector
980-0302 Hernandez, Itza
981-5541 Herrera, Maria
681-5052 Hill, Geraldine
982-6024 Hill, Mary
981-1375 Hobby, Gladys
280-0233 Holmes, Naomi
982-0626 Hong, Man Khai
982-1013 Honore, Antonia A.
979-9144 Houston, Catherine
681-5071 Hudson, Marian
981-6370 Hunt, Wanda
283-3373 Hunte, Cyril
981-5304 Hunte, Joan
983-1418 Hurd, Mary A.
680-5102 Impelluso, Elisabeth
983-1803 Jack, Lisa A.
981-1467 Jackson, Denise
981-1179 Denkins, Cheryl J.
282-3293 Jimenez, Melvin
282-3057 Johnson, Kay
981-1346 Johnson, Willie E.
981-6364 Jones, Ruth
981-5446 Julien, Simon A.
283-3625 Kempken, Stephen
273-0834 Kennedy, Mary
983-0907 Kerrison, Michael
983-5939 Khemraj, Trevor
982-0878 Kingston, Deryck S.
982-5770 Knight, Angela
982-0495 Ladson, Cynthia A.
279-3471 Ladson, Elnora
980-6666 Laivins, Lourdes
982-1397 Laiz, Carmencita C.
981-1414 Lanzo, Ramona
982-0429 Lasbrey, Helen M.
981-5979 Lawson, Joan T.
283-0018 Lewis, Jacqueline
980-1219 Lindo, Katie N.
981-0633 Lindsay, Joy M.
982-1118 Lindsay, Margot E.
982-0748 Lindsey, Marline
979-5132 Lopez, Ztmilda
973-3027 Loutigian, Dolores
983-5107 Lucas, Barry
979-1566 Luceriti, Angelina
973-3771 Mack, Phyllis
282-0429 Madampil, Alexander
982-6357 Major, Leona
283-0733 Maloney, Mona K.
982-1439 Mangaroo, Winston
283-3623 Mankata, Emmanuel
281-9070 Mansfield, Laurel
983-1984 Markwei, Bertha
981-1630 Marrero, Marcia S.
282-0193 Martin, Karmala A.
(continued on page 5)
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282-0618 Martinez, Ana A.
280-0399 Martinez, Belgica
982-0115 Martinez, Janet
982-5449 Marulaz, Robert
983-0526 McClary, Chauncey
983-5113 McDavid, Robert
283-3614 McDonald, Brenda
982-1292 McGarrell, Myrna
282-3143 McKay, Keith F.
981-5470 McLaughlin, Eliz
274-5082 McPartlin, Ann
982-5617 Mehta, Nilesh
974-6482 Meizlik, Alan
982-5798 Melisi, Sammy
281-0285 Menard, Alix J.
982-0494 Mims, Emma J.
982-1184 Miranda,' Elizabeth
282-0126 Mitchell, Sandra A.
281-3324 Mondesir, Roland
979-9234 Monsanto, Sonja
975-8813 Moore, Regina
982-1149 Morales, Esther
982-5114 Moreau, Sonnel
981-5505 Morris, Linda
983-5896 Mota, Beatriz
983-0313 Mota, Yvelisse
979-1117 Munoz, Celeste
283-3305 Munoz, Mery
982-0292 Murray, Margaret D.
981-1664 Nair, Gopalan
978-4068 Nash, Beverly
980-0825 Navarro, Genoveva
280-0758 Negron, Carmen
283-3503 Negron, Miguel
973-0934 Nelson, Camille
981-0401 Nelson, Paula M.
981-1072 Noland, Judith T.
283-0613 Nunez, Andres
281-3044 Obligado, Ana
983-2007 O'Connor, Coral H.
978-0111 O'Connor, Maureen E.
98\-l\27 O'Donoghue, Catherine
283-0150 O'Gorman, Ronald J.
982-0620 Okanome, Charles N.
983-5630 Ola, Azeez
283-4289 Oliver, Margaret
283-0404 Olivier, Marie M.
979-1496 Onorato, Dorothy A.
982-5447 Onyina, Abena
981-0860 Orozco, Francisco
980-0961 Ortega, Dilcia T.
981-1100 Ortiz, Rafael
982-1147 Osae, George
281-0106 Padilla, Gloria
982-5560 Padilla, Vicoria
982-1435 Pandiello, Sandra
283-0309 Paredes, Denise A.
982-5355 Parson, Gloria
282-0252 Perdomo, Francisco
981-1358 Perez, Fausto A.
982-5576 Peterson, Dana
282-0149 Pementel, Manuel J.
982-6132 Pin, Sarun
981-5259 Pincus, Mary
272-5887 Pistritto, Gladys
982-0932 Porteus, Marianne
981-0630 Portillo, Robert
980-5070 Pradier, Jessie
981-1466 Prescod, Sonia M.
982-1313 Quinones, Fanny
281-0462 Rambaran, Seocharr
283-3084 Ramkaran, Arshaw
283-0116 Ramotar, Hardial
982-0907 Raymond, Marie C.
282-0669 Regis, Maryse C.
982-5421 Reid, Lorna
982-5339 Reid, Sonia
975-1885 Reyes, Marciala
283-0165 Richards, Asta
282-3617 Richards, Florence
981-0930 Ridello, Eileen M.
981-0669 Rivera, Antonio
282-3020 Rivera, Eida
982-1258 Rivera, Margarita
982-5456 Rivera, Maria
979-2070 Rivera, Maria A.
283-0242 Roberts, Donna A.
981-0513 Roberts, Scotson M.
981-6308 Robertson, Vanessa
982-0995 Robles, Sandra
278-0615 Rodriguez, Clement
975-1196 Rodriguez, Sonia
282-0708 Rogers, James L.
983-1903 Rojas, Cecilia A.
982-5240 Roque, Millie
283-4286 Rosenthal, Marilyn
981-5855 Rottenkolber, Dan
982-5268 Rudzinskas, Dorothy
283-0308 Rush, Diane D.
274-0285 Russell, Elizabeth
283-3519 Russell, Krista
980-1509 Sabal, Sylvan X.
981-5917 Saldivar, Marjorie
978-4076 Samuels, Nelson
982-0474 Sanchez, Maria I.
976-6431 Sanchez, Victor
983-0803 Santiago, Henry J.
283-3210 Satrazemis, David
982-0380 Saunders, Chris H.
983-1646 Schiraldi, Kathlee
273-2272 Silverberg, Lillia
981-5117 Silverman, Phylis
981-5299 Simmons, Karen C.
283-3959 Smith, Emma
981-5827 Smith, Pilar
283-0053 Smith, Ralene
283-0122 Smith, Shawn K.
979-5791 Smith, Sheila
981-1259 Somenarain, Latchm
282-3086 Spence, Leighton
981-0659 Steele, Anita L.
982-0467 Stephenson, Wayne
983-0109 Stevens, Michele E.
981-0722 Stewart, Beverley
283-3375 Stewart, Thelma
982-6398 Stokes, Nelson
981-0964 Streit, Anne M.
983-5101 Sutherland, Denise
980-1829 Tajong, Mary N.
981-5254 Tarrant, George R.
981-5511 Tartakovsky, B.
282-3003 Taylor, Sharman
971-9166 Thomas, Andrea
981-1505 Thomas, Mary E.
982-0985 Tier, Beatrice L.
980-5592 Tirado, Carmen
283-0587 Ton, Phuoc That
983-0505 Torres, Eustoquio
280-0418 Torres, Haydee
982-0732 Totaram, Bhaskar
982-6003 Tran, Suu
279-0378 Traverzo, Manuel
982-1539 Trinh, Hue Hong
283-3098 Trusty, Derrick
979-0950 Vandenberge, C.
982-6193 Vann, Marie
283-3489 Vargas, Manuel
283-4274 Vasquez, Luis
979-1467 Vazquez, Hortense
981-5333 Vega, Zaida M.
281-3445 Velazquez, Luz
983-6223 Vera, Jeannette
982-0938 Villalba, Zulma E.
980-1421 Vollucci, Linda J.
983-1045 Vonseckendorff, De
281-0740 Walker, Michele
283-0045 Wanliss, Audrey D.
283-3089 Warren, Ruth
283-3183 Webster, Sylvia
981-5811 Weeks, Patricia
981-0319 West, Janet G.
981 -0113 Westbrook, Regina
283-0712 White, Anthony P.
966-5561 White, Beverley
980-0576 Williams, Agatha
981-1477 Williams, Imogene
981-0340 Williams, Joycelyn
980-5530 Williams, Patricia
282-3252 Wilson, Barbara A.
283-0219 Wilson, Ingeborg L.
980-6817 Wilson, Norma
982-5425 Wilson, Valerie
283-0019 Wilson, Xonia
982-0477 Yamraj, Sunildatt
980-1616 Van, Yat Keung
Evening Students
981-0714 Andino, James
978-0690 Badillo, Edwin
982-6039 Bannerman, Charles
982-0979 Bayne, Gregory A.
981-0885 Bloomfield, Elaine
981-1527 Bloomfield, Pearli
980-5178 Brown, Donita
282-0227 Burgess, Aubrey D.
982-6181 Cano, Maria
277-1495 Cardinale, Thomas
281-0342 Carrasquillo, Jose
981-5993 Carree, Robert L.
983-1810 Castro, Maureen
982-0469 Chin, Oneil O.
981-0921 Cofresi, Nora C.
979-9225 Colon, Haydee
279-0472 Coronado, Domingo
981-6090 Cortes, Edgar
975-0956 Davis, Marion
982-5871 Deoki, Krisendutt
979-5292 Deutsch, David
278-0413 Domeny, Albertina
974-2477 Dominguez, Guiller
982-5227 Douglas, Lawrence
283-0469 Edwards, Claudia P.
281-3268' Figueroa, Antonia
982-0341 Gaddie, Helen M.
981-5413 Giordano, Jack
973-7257 Giscombe, Delroy
980-5489 Classman, Lynn
973-2975 Gonzalez, Mercedes
282-3870 Gray, Daniel
979-6083 Hammond, Valerie
982-0846 Hargobindbrown, Mo
982-0489 Haynes, Cynthia L.
982-0792 Hidalgo, Laura
281-0218 Hines, Sonialee
981-5922 James, Janice
979-1013 Jeremiah, Thelma L.
979-5569 Kenneally, Michael
283-3267 Lewis, Cecilia
272-2141 Lopez, Hilda
980-2090 Loten, Gairy A.
283-3350 Ly, Chantha
970-1457 Macchia, Marie
982-6219 Maldonado, Mario
276-0134 Martinez, Milagros
981-5056 Mazzella, Anthony
282-0055 McCarthy, Hyacinth
282-3172 McDonald, Annette
982-5877 McDonald, Lucia
982-1158 McLean, Doreen H.
279-0195 Meadows, Catherine
981-5997 Merced, Juan
980-5096 Mighty, Shernette
283-3361 Mikhail, Labib
979-5369 Miller, Ava
282-0060 Mills, Wilfred J.
975-2830 Misodi, Hoshalah
983-6178 Moses, Marlene
282-0195 Nash, Hugh R.
981-6083 Nurse, Sandra
283-3368 O'Brien, Leaford
982-5366 Ojerinde, Marian
982-0637 Olmo, Ivan
283-3206 Palmer, Montie
980-1710 Perez, Claribel
980-5127 Perry, Diane
971-6030 Peterson, Christin
980-2124 Pinero, Yvette
982-5888 Porcher, David
283-3980 Price, Charles D.
283-0571 Prunty, Michael J.
979-1620 Ramos, Franklin
975-3047 Robinson, Karen M.
281-3079 Ruderson, Raymond
979-5556 Santos, Ernesto
980-1018 Santos, Lydia T.
281-0168 Shaw, Paul
280-3044 Shum, Sunny
282-0546 Smith, Leonard
271-9087 Smith, Maria
982-1498 Smith, Ronald L.
981-0777 Stewart, Hugh L.
282-3158
281-3126
982-5423
979-1426
280-3678
982-5969
978-2534
978-4363
981-0974
280-0729
981-5767
Turner, John
Valcarcel, Marie
Valle, Carlos
Vasser, Robert L.
Vega, Mario
Vicil, Beverly
Walker, Sam J.
Weir, Jacqueline
Williams, Karen I.
Williams, Thurman
Wilson, Rosalee
Voting from page 3
our basic industries are behind the
Japanese because we don't have
enough robots, not because we have
too many.
• Having grown up in a nuclear age,
young people are less susceptible to
superstitions about nuclear power
(such as the myth that a nuclear reactor
can explode). They know that, by
providing an alternative source of
power, nuclear power plants make it
possible to leave high-sulfur coal in the
ground, instead of burning it and
polluting the air. Yet Walter Mon-
dale's party consistently opposes the
use of nuclear power.
• To many of those who grew up
during World War II, the Soviet Union
was—in General Eisenhower 's
words—"our gallant Soviet ally." It
has been hard for them to accept the
desperate nature of the struggle bet-
ween the Soviets and the West. But
today's young people have an image of
the Soviets that was shaped by tanks
rolling through Czechoslovakia, by the
invasion of Afghanistan and the at-
tempt to crush Solidarity, by the
shooting of the Pope and the
destruction of KAL Flight 007. It is
young people's impression of the
Soviets that is closer to the reality
perceived by Ronald Reagan.
• The President wants to use non-
nuclear space weapons to defend this
country, thereby making nuclear war
impossible. He has prope ' ~
manent space station and has worked
to make space technology available to
American industry as never before.
Compare Reagan's attitude about
space with that of Walter Mondale,
who as a U.S. Senator proposed that
the space shuttle project be scrapped.
Which is closer to the attitude of our
young people?
After the 1980 election, there were
predictions that the domination of
American politics by Franklin
Roosevelt's "New Deal coalition"
might be coming to an end. If Ronald
Reagan and his party represent the
opportunities of a glorious future while
Walter Mondale and his party try to
revive the politics of the past, those
predictions will come true by the end of
this decade, and—as they said in my
youth—there'll be a whole lotta
shakin' goin' on.
Happy
Holidays!
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P.D.O.
Finds key
We, the executive members of the
Personal Development Organization
(P.D.O.), have studied the college
community to find key activities,
which will encourage professional
talents to contribute inspiration, and
allow individual students or student
groups to prepare for the en-
tertainment field. To this end, we are
combining and organizing a C.U.N.Y.
Talent Search.
With the support of C.U.N.Y.,
Student Government, Student Ac-
t ivi t ies Offices, and Athletic
Associations we can achieve these
mutual goals:
1. Create a more effective media for
college students to gain information of
col lege e v e n t s , p r o c e d u r e s ,
organizations and opportunities.
2. Achieve greater co-curricula student
participation.
3. Allow an opportunity for ad-
vancement of student talent.
4. Inspire new enrollment in the City
Universities of New York.
5. Increase fund-raising potential for
C.U.N.Y. colleges.
By allowing students the opportunity
to compete in:
Creative Writ ing—Composers,
Comedians, Poets
Dance-Arts—Modern, Afr ican,
Breakers
Design-Modeling—Designers, Mo-
dels
Music-Arts—Vocal, Instrumental
We can enjoy an opportunity for the
development of C.U.N.Y. talent, and a
smooth and successful program.
We have talent registration forms,
an auditioning schedule, and rules and
regulations available. The auditioning
schedule will be followed by the semi-
finals, on January 25, 1985 at the
Bronx Comm. College, Gould
Memorial Library. This will also in-
clude a performance by professional
talent:
STRAFE—S.T.D. Music Co.
The auditioning schedule will
coincide with the athletic schedule of
the Bronx Comm. College Bronco
Basketball team.
First, Second and Third place
trophies in each of the four categories,
which will be, presented by professional
talents at Madisofl Square Garden, On
January, 1985.
First place prize will receive:
1. Recording time in a professional
multi-track recording studio, spon-
sored by the P.D.O. and S.T.D. Music
Co.
2. A part in a music video, to promote
contest" winners and C.U.N.Y.
colleges. The music video will be taped
at the Bronx Comm. College, Color
Video Studio.
This contest will be judged by:
STRAFE —S.T.D. Records
STRAFE Publishing Co.
Durward Collins—Director of
Admissions, Faculty Advisor P.D.O.,
Professional Model.
Joan Seals—Director of Student
Activities, Bronx Community College.
Claude Grant—Coordinator of
Cultural Affairs, Poet, Writer,
Muxk : . i i .
on a 4 (four) point system. In the event
of a tie the audience will be the
deciding vote.
Further information can be obtained
from:
The Personal Deve lopment
Organization
W. 181st Street & University Ave.
Bronx, New York 10453
Loew Hall Room 402
Phone: 220-6400/6401
Music
Consortium
About 5,000 Bronx high school
students will benefit from a music
consortium between Bronx Com-
munity College and Bronx high
schools.
For the second year, Bronx Com-
munity College has received a grant
from the New York City Office of
Cultural Af fa i r s through the
cooperation of Bronx Borough
President Stanley Simon to institute a
music consortium with 14 Bronx high
schools.
The College will present a series of
ten ethnic heritage concerts during
December, February, March, April
and May. The College's music faculty
and students, augmented by the Bronx
Art Ensemble, will highlight the
contributions of various Bronx ethnic
groups.
The Bronx Art Ensemble, a group of
highly accomplished musicians who
have brought acclaim to the Bronx for
12 years, will absorb 30 percent of the
costs of their performances.
The concerts are open to Bronx high
school students, not only to increase
the level of music appreciation, but
also to supplement the existing music
education in the schools.
The Board of Education will provide
free bus transportation from the high
schools to the coricerts. Special in-
vitations will also be sent to senior
citizen groups.
According to Dr. Marvin Salzberg,
Chairperson of the College's
Department of Music and Art, this
music consortium was created to
enhance the image of the Bronx as a
place of culture and creativity and to
foster the development of indigenous
Bronx musical artists.
The first concert will be a
Bach/Handel Christmas Celebration
on December 7 and 14 with the Bronx
Community and College Choir, the
Bronx Arts Ensemble and guest
soloists. Performances will include
Handel's Messiah, Bach's Bran-
denburg Concerto No. 5 and holiday
carols under the direction of Professor
John C. Hamell of the College's
Department of Music and Art.
A Tribute to Black History Month
featuring renown jazz pianist Valerie
Capers will be on February 15 and 22.
She will perform various types of jazz
and other music by Black composers.
The Joan Miller Dance Players will
present a program of dance with rock,
jazz, classical and contemporary music
and humor on March 8 and 15.
The Bronx Community College All-
Stars will present a Salute to Salsa
conducted by Professor Valerie Capers
and Mr. John Robinson on April 19
and 26.
The acclaimed Bronx Arts Ensemble
Orchestra will present a popular
program featuring George Gershwin's
"Rhapsody in Blue" plus the music of
Aaron Copland, Leonard Bernstein,
Scott Joplin, Duke Ellington and
others.
Serving on the Music Consortium
Board of Directors are Dr. Salzberg,
Project Director; Ms. Sylvia- Ballatt,
Executive Director of High Schools;
Ms. Frances Vazquez, Superintendent
of Bronx High Schools; Professor
John C. Hamell of the Bronx Com-
munity College Department of Music
and Art; and Mr. Virgil Logan, Special
Assistant to the President of Bronx
Community College.
Parade
of Stars
New York NY—Circle Saturday,
December 29 on your calendar. That's
when the "Lou Rawls Parade of
Stars" will air on WPIX-TV, Channel
11, from noon to midnight.
The 1984 "Parade of Stars" has the
distinction of being the first national
telethon aired by a national black
organization, the United Negro
College Fund. It is also the only
telethon held to raise funds for higher
education.
The all new, star-filled program
boasts more than fifty singers,
musicians, and performers. As he has
done since its inception, Lou Rawls
will host the day's entertainment with
Ed McMahon on the toteboard.
Performers confirmed for the noon to
midnight event include comedians
Steve Allen and Bill Cosby, magician
Harry Blackstone, singers Sammy
Davis, Jr., Dottie West, and per-
formers Cicely Tyson, Dennis Weaver,
Diahann Carroll and Alfonso Ribeiro.
Known by its motto: "A mind is a
terrible thing to waste," the United
Negro College Fund helps support 42
private, historically black colleges and
some 45,000 students enrolled at these
schools. Twenty-five hundred of these
students come from the New York
metropolitan area. More than half of
the student body come from families
earning less than $14,000 annually and
most require financial assistance.
Now in its fifth year, the "Parade of
Stars" previously aired on a local
syndication basis. The 1983 production
raised more than $660,000 in the
northern New Jersey/New York area.
The United Negro College Fund is
now in its fortieth year and has raised
over $350 million in support of
member colleges and academic
scholarships.
The "Lou Rawls Parade of Stars" is
made possible with the support of
national sponsor Anheuser-Busch
Companies, Inc. The company has
sponsored production of the telethon
since its inception. The Budweiser
brand of Anheuser-Busch, Inc.
provides promotional support through
advertising and marketing.
Procter & Gamble is national co-
sponsor. Through five of its brands:
Crest, Crisco Oil, Crisco Shortening,
Pampers and Charmin, Procter &
Gamble is providing a $1 million
contribution. This is the second year
that Procter & Gamble has made a
major commitment to the "Parade of
Stars."
Kellogg's Frosted Flakes is a con-
tributing sponsor and McDonald's
Corporation is a major donor to the
telethon..
Johnny
Dangerously
Johnny Dangerously, 20th Century
Fox's spoof of gangster movies, opens
December 21 at a theater near you.
Michael Keaton, fresh from his
success in Mr. Mom, plays debonair
crime boss Johnny Dangerously, and
Saturday Night Live star Joe Piscopo
plays his arch-rival, the despicable
Danny Vermin.
They are joined by a comedy en-
semble that includes Taxi's Marilu
Henner as Johnny's girlfriend Lil,
Oscar-winner Maureen Stapleton
(Reds) as his long-suffering Mom,
Peter Boyle (Young Frankenstein) as
crime boss Jocko Dundee, Griffin
Dunne (An American Werewolf in
London) as Johnny's crime-busting
younger brother Tommy, Glynnis
O'Connor as Tommy's fiancee Sally,
Richard Dimitri as a mobster named
Maroni who speaks a language all his
own and Danny DeVito, of Taxi and
Romancing the Stone fame, as a
thoroughly corrupt District Attorney
named Burr. In cameos are Dom
DeLuise, Dick Butkus, Ray Walston,
Ron Carey and Alan Hale, Jr.
Produced by Michael Hertzberg
(Blazing Saddles) and directed by Amy
Heckerling (Fast Times At Ridgemont
High), Johnny Dangerously was
written by Norman Steinberg, Bernie
Kukoff, Harry Colomby and Jeff
Harris. The title song, "This Is The
Life," was written and performed by
MTV star "Weird Al" Yankovic.
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STUDENT INFO
STUDENT FEES HEALTH
In case you never stopped to con-
sider what that $35.00 student fee you
are charged every semester pays for,
please note the following:
Cost Per Enrolled Student
ITEM
Student Center Operations
Child Care Services
Senior Affairs
Breakage
University Student Senate
Association Activities
F/T
$10.00
$ 1.00
$ 2.00
$ 1.50
$ .50
$20.00
P/T
$5.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$ .50
$8.50
It is apparent that regardless of
whether you are a working student, a
student who has parental respon-
sibilities, a struggling independent
student or a single dependent student
living at home you are financially
contributing to the operation of
numerous programs and events each
semester on this campus.
Students who are elected to student
council positions, officers of the In-
terorganizational Council, officers of
clubs and college wide organizations
have budgets allocated reflecting funds
which allows them a range to utilize
their philosophies and goals in
providing relevant student activities,
i.e., Films, Lectures, Celebrity Guests,
Cu l tu ra l , Educat ional , Political
Programs, etc.
Serving in any of these positions will
give you the opportunity to gain in-
valuable experience in program
planning , implementat ion, net-
w o r k i n g , g r o u p d y n a m i c s ,
organizational skills, participation in
the BCC Association, Auxiliary En-
terprises and numerous standing
college committees.
Requirements to run are as follows:
1. Must be a registered student taking
at least a minimum of 3 credits.
2. Must have a minimum G.P.A. of
2.0.
Parking
STUDENT PARKING SPRING 1985
THE SALE OF STUDENT PARKING PERMITS FOR THE 1985 SPRING
SEMESTER WILL FOLLOW THE SCHEDULE LISTED BELOW:
J A N U A R Y 3 0 W E D -
NESDAY
JANUARY 31 THURSDAY
FEBRUARY 1 FRIDAY
FEBRUARY 4 MONDAY
FEBRUARY 5 TUESDAY
FROM 9:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
FROM 9:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
FROM 9:00 A.M. to 4:45 P.M.
FROM 9:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
FROM 9:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
SALE OF PERMITS WILL TERMINATE WHEN LIMITED SUPPLY IS
EXHAUSTED.
PROCEDURE
1) BRING TO ROOM 211 SOUTH HALL
2) BRING I.D. OR BURSAR'S RECEIPT
3) BRING A BALL POINT PEN
4) BRING CERTIFIED CHECK OR MONEY ORDER MADE OUT TO
BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE (NO CASH OR PERSONAL CHECKS
WILL BE ACCEPTED)
DAY STUDENT PARKING — $22.00 (from 8:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.)
' evening student parking - $17.00 (from 4:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.)
5) HAVE CAR OWNERSHIP INFORMATION WITH YOU.
6) HAVE CAR INSURANCE INFORMATION WITH YOU (COMPANY NOT
AGENT)
The Health Service is located in
Loew Hall, Room 101 (across from
Financial Aid). This is a multi-service
unit open:
Mon-Thurs. — 9:00 a.m.-9:30 p.m.
Fri. — 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Sat. — 8:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
A Registered Professional Nurse is
on duty at all times. Files of student
medicals with person to be notified in
case of emergency and other pertinent
health data that pertain to each in-
dividual student's welfare are kept
here. All medical information will be
kept confidential and used only with
your permission.
The Health Service is a 2 bed facility
where emergency first aid, supportive
health care, B.P. check of hypo &
hypertension ills. Nurse consultation,
advice regarding treatment and some
non-prescriptive drugs are offered.
Those with ongoing or chronic con-
ditions may keep properly labelled Rx
medications here for on campus
availability.
Pampletes and booklets with health
information as well as community
resources are constantly updated.
The Health Service also acts as a
liaison with other services for the
student needs, main ta in ing a
limitations list for handicapped student
services: obtaining parking facilities,
driving on and off campus passes,
elevator keys and referrals when
necessary.
With Faculty: Referring students to
needed resources at their request and
the sending of illness notices. Any
student who will be out of classes a
week or more, should call 6016; giving
name, I.D. #, classes and section # and
Prof, to be notified of the reason for
absence.
Phys: ED.: Issuing proof of a current
medical on file, which-is a pre-requisite
of all PEA clasps, clarifying Dr.
referrals of types of activities a student
may participate in. College Medicals
are good for 2 years.
Nusing Dept.: As an overseer of
Nursing Students so that they comply
with the State laws for those in hospital
care.
*For emergency ONLY, call 6184 and
Security at 6325 giving name, location,
building, and room # — type of
emergency. (Do Not use 6184 at any
other time or your call will be
disconnected.)
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ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!
SAVE THIS AD!
Now On Sale at your College Bookstores
UCT NOTES KEYED TO YOUR TEXTBOOK:
(History Notes keyed to Palmer
Sociology Notes keyed to Robertson
I Bio Notes keyed to Mader
I Eco Notes keyed to Samuelson
1 Art Notes keyed to Janson
Psychology Notes
Accounting Notes
Chem Notes
I Marketing Notes
I Business Law Notes keyed to Corley
UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED
These remarkable review books are personal ly guaran teed
by Melvm Baker , c reator and publisher of UCT Notes.
They can help raise your grades up to 15 points on any
exam. If a f te r using these incredible review books you
do not agree that all these c la ims are true, mail them
back to the publisher, wi th an explanation, for a ful l re-
fund. (Th is offer i? valid ONLY if book is returned d i rect ly
to the publisher, NOT your bookstore).
ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTE
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CLASSIFIEDS
TRANSFER TO
PHARMACY
add a year
to your career!
It's your life and it's time to make the smart deci-
sion. Our new trimester program allows transfer
students to graduate in 2 years instead of 3.
Enter January, May, or September. Take 3 trimes-
ters per year, if ypu cannot attend 3 trimesters,
enroll in our flexible work-study program. Mid-
winter exams are held before the holiday recess,providing a vacation break before the start of
the next semester.
Our graduates find that the first year's employ-
ment earns the equivalent of their full 4 years'
tuition, or more (based on today's average entry-
level salaries for pharmacy graduates).
Graduates hold top positions in community phar-
macy (independent and chain), hospital phar-
macy, the pharmaceutical industry, research,
public health service, the cosmetics industry, and
community health.
Comprehensive financial aid and
scholarships for qualified applicants.
ADD A YEAR TO YOUR CAREER..APPLY NOW FOR JANUARY.
CALL (718) 003-1011,
OR WRITE TO ADMISSIONS OFFICE:
An Equal Opportunity/
Affirmative
Action
institution
ARNOLD & MARIE SCHWARTZ
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
HEALTH SCIENCES
University Plaza, Brooklyn, NY 11201
On the 22-acre Brooklyn Campus of Long island university
The University Student Senate is
looking for a few interested* serious
students for professional trainee
positions with the Voice.
The positions offer students an
opportunity to put theory into practice
and Veceive free on-the-job instruction
in writing mechanics, publication
creation, and management.
Positions open are:
Editors
Writers
Illustrators
Those interested should call Louis
Young, editor CUNY Voice, at (212)
794-5370.
You give us some of your time and
talent, and we'll give you a valuable
learning experience.
REWARD—Free Trip to Daytona plus
commission money.
WANTED: Organized group or in-
dividual to promote the #1 Spring
Break Trip to Daytona. If you are
interested in our reward call (414) 781-
0455 or 1-800-453-9074 immediately!
Or write DESIGNERS OF TRAVEL,
N48 W. 13334 W. Hampton Ave.,
Meomonee Falls, WI 53051.
EARN FREE TRAVEL AND EXTRA
MONEY AS A CAMPUS REP!!!
N.E. #1 STUDENT TRAVEL
COMPANY IS SEEKING REPS FOR
ITS BERMUDA, BAHAMAS,
FLORIDA & SPRING BREAK
TRIPS. CALL PERSON-TO-
PERSON COLLECT TO PAUL AT
(617) 449-1112, 9am-5pm or (617) 444-
7863, 6-10pm.
Merry
Christmas!
OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT
WORLD-SIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN AND WOMEN!
JAPAN - EUROPE - AFRICA - AUSTRALIA - THE SOUTH
PACIFIC - SOUTH AMERICA - THE FAR EAST.
EXCELLENT BENEFITS. HIGHER SALARIES AND WAGES!
FREE TRANSPORTATION! GENEROUS VACATIONS!
More than 300,000 Americans Japan, Africa, The South
— not including members of
the armed services — are
now living overseas. These
people are engaged in nearly
e v e r y p o s s i b l e a c t i v i -
ty...construction, engineer-
ing, sales, transportation,
secretarial work, accoun-
ting, manufac tu r ing , oil
refining, teaching, nursing,
government, etc.-etc. And
many are earning $2,000 to
$5,000 per m,onth...or more!
To allow you the op-
por tun i ty to apply for
overseas employment, we
have researched and compil-
ed a new and exciting direc-
tory on overseas employ-
ment. Here is just a sample
of what our International
Employment Directory
covers.
(1 ) . Our International
Employment Directory lists
dozens of cruise ship com-
panies, both on the east and
west coast. You will be told
what type of positions the
cruise ship companies hire,
s u c h a s d e c k h a n d s ,
r e s t au ran t help, cooks,
bartenders, just to name a
few. You will also receive
several Employment Ap-
plication Forms that you
may send directly to the
companies you would like to
work for.
(2). Firms and organiza-
tions employing all types of
personnel in A u s t r a l i a ,
Pacific, The Far East, South
America...nearly every part
of the free world!
( 3 ) . C o m p a n i e s a n d
G o v e r n m e n t a g e n c i e s
employing personnel in near-
ly every occupation, from
the unskilled laborer to the
college trained professional
manor woman.
(4). Firms and organiza-
tions engaged in foreign con-
struction projects, manufac-
turing, mining, oil refining,
engineering, sales, services,
teaching, etc., etc.
(5). How and where to ap-
ply for overseas Government
jobs.
( 6 ) . In fo rmat ion about
summer jobs.
(7). You will receive our
Employment Opportunity
Digest...jam-packed with in-
formation about current job
opportunities. Special sec-
t ions f e a t u r e s news of
overseas construction pro-
jects, executive positions
and teaching opportunities.
90 Day Money
Back Guarantee
Our International Employ-
ment Directory is sent to you
with this guarantee. If for
any reason you do not obtain
overseas employment or you
are not satisfied with the job
offers...simply return our
Directory within 90 days and
we'll refund your money pro-
mptly...no questions asked.
ORDER FORM
International Employment Directory
131 Elma Dr. Dept. T21
Centralia, WA 98531
Please send me a copy of your International Employment
Directory. I understand that I may use this information for 90
days and if I am not satisfied with the results, I may return
your Directory for an immediate refund. On that basis I'm
enclosing $20.00 cash.... check.... or money order.... for your
Directory.
NAME
please print
ADDRESS,
CITY__
_STATE
International Employment Directory 1984
Need cash for the Spring Semester?
EARN $$$ DURING
INTERSESSION
WE HAVE TEMPORARY JOB OPENINGS IN JANUARY
YOU CAN EARN UP TO $600 (depending on assignment)
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
APPL" Interested? Call Personnel at (516) 883-5432 for information
NQWH.
PUBLISHERS CLEARING HOUSE
® PORT WASHINGTON, NEW YORK 11050
eoe/mf
